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WOOD

Characteristics

Our choice of sliced wood finishes is the result of careful selection, and we only use the very best part of the wood. We use a two-

component water-based varnish to protect all of its qualities and natural properties such as its colour, grain and knotting. This also adds

a touch of authentic beauty. 

Wood is a natural material and thus there may be different grain patterns or the colour shades may vary on different parts. Interna8 does 

however perform very rigours checks on its finishes and wood bonding as part of its production cycle, to reduce any problems to an

absolute minimum. 

Over time, the initial colour of the wood may change; this is a guarantee of the beauty of this natural material and should never be

considered a defect. For this reason, we do recommend positioning new units next to units bought in the past, as they are more than

likely to be a slightly different colour. This is because the older unit will have been exposed to light which will have altered its colour, due

 to it being photosensitive. 

Differences between the colours, materials and finishes shown in the catalogue and samples and those on the finished Products are not

considered defects. 

Any differences with respect to the sample collection should not be considered defects but rather virtues that make each and every

piece entirely unique and original. Claims are not generally accepted for differences in quality owing to the nature of the material itself.

Maintenance

As a general rule, avoid putting the furniture near sources of heat or humidity. 

Clean it using a soft, dry cloth. All parts of the furniture must always be kept dry. 

Do not use steel wool, wire brushes, or any other abrasive product or products containing alcohol or solvents (acetone, trichloroethylene

or ammonia).

Otherwise, no liability for any damage caused by incorrect cleaning or maintenance shall be accepted.

Finishes

Due to differences between monitors and colour balances, the images cannot be considered a faithful representation of the actual finishes. 

Please request a sample before ordering.  

These values are given in good faith but are merely indicative; they are not in any way binding. 

The use of the product must be considered according to what you want to create. No liability is accepted for inappropriate use. 

Any discrepancies with the price list currently in force cannot be cause for complaint.


